
When in doubt … 

Jog It Out! 
 

The other day I was having a dilemma. I was torn 

between two options for a project I’m currently 

working on and, for the life of me, I couldn’t 

make a decision. After a period of mental tug-o-

war and trying to force a decision, I’d had 

enough. I went into my bedroom got undressed, 

got dressed again into my running gear (shame 

on your dirty mind!!) … then I went for a run. 

After a short while of pounding the pavement … 

clarity came and the decision was made. 

 
I kept on running, feeling good about myself, and for some reason my mind wandered back to 
my days as a footballer … I started laughing! Back in the eighties, there was always one solution 
for any issue … jog it out! ‘Hey coach, I’m cramping in my calf … what should I do?’ ‘No worries 

son … just jog it out!’ ‘I have a sharp painful stitch … how should I get rid of it?’ ‘Stop being soft 

and just jog it out!’ ‘My leg is sore, my glutes are tight and I’m feeling a bit faint … should I rest?’ 

‘Toughen up kid and … jog it out!’ 

 

No matter the problem, the answer was always predictable … just ‘jog it out’! It became and 
still is a running joke today (pardon the pun). As a trainer, I would often joke with my clients and 
tell them to ‘jog it out’. They would ring up sick and want to cancel and I’d tell them to ‘get in 

here and jog it out!’  I had one client who had broken his leg (not because of me!) and he wanted 
to cancel the session and I told him to toughen up and ‘jog it out!’ I think I went a bit too far 
when a client, and good friend of mine, was in hospital after a minor heart attack and I told him 
to stop being a whimp and ‘jog it out!’ I was joking of course. 
 

Despite the humour, there is something very profound about 
the concept of jogging it out. Often, in life, we allow things to 
stop us in our tracks. Whether it’s an injury we believe will 
prevent us from exercising, a rejection which stops us from 
making another approach, a mental blockage which interrupts 
the flow of our creativity or some set-back which halts out 
forward progress. The answer I believe is – and I’m not joking 
here – is to ‘jog it out’! 
 
I want to encourage you to adopt the Jog It Out Principle (JIOP) as you face the challenges that 
life will throw in you path. If you can have an attitude that keeps you moving forward, no matter 
the circumstances, you will set yourself up for a life of great success, health and happiness. 
From my perspective, I can see two powerful applications of this concept … one is a more literal 
function and the other metaphorical. 
 

 

 

 



Gain clarity and keeping moving forward.  
The first benefit of this principle is a more physical and literal one. My issue earlier in the week 
was a clarity issue … I was confused and uncertain about the direction I should take with my 
project. I’ve been there many times before with my writing when I’ve been blocked or stuck at a 
point, my business when confronted with a challenge or in my relationships when there’s been 
some conflict. You too? When it happens, I have a predictable strategy that works every time … 
I go for a run and literally ‘jog it out’! 

 
When I’m out there running (or even just walking), wind in my 
face and sun on my back … the answers always comes. Where 
from, I have no idea … I just know clarity comes. I think it has 
something to do with being in a mild meditative state when I 
run … I’m actually trying block out the pain!! When I clear my 
mind, space open up for answers … you will have experienced 
this at some point in your life. So, I guess theoretically you 
don’t have to be running … you just need to do something that 

clears your mind and creates the space for answers. That blows the JIOP out the window … so 
let’s just go with running or walking - even if metaphorically! 
 
The second application of JIOP is simple … the answer to any question you have and the 
solution to any challenge you are facing lies in forward motion. If you do have a broken leg then 
‘jogging it out’ is clearly not the answer, but if getting fit is your goal, then moving forward to 
find an alternative is essential. In other words … ‘jog it out!’ 
 
Have you ever made a phone call to sell something, set up an appointment or ask someone on a 
date and been told ‘no’? Haven’t we all. The answer is forward motion … ‘jog it out’ and make 
more calls or try again. Have you ever been writing, got stuck and been unable to keep going? 
The answer is forward motion … ‘jog it out’ and keep writing anyway, no matter what or how 
bad it is. Just write and the flow will return. Have you ever been driving and came to a no 
through road or detour? The answer is … keep moving and you will find the best alternate 
route.  
 
The Jog it Out Principle will work no matter the situation. It works because when you move, no 
matter how slowly, you get closer … bit by bit. It works because when you are in motion other 
opportunities will present themselves. It works because movement brings clarity, learning and 
confidence. It works because in no time at all you will be in a zone, on fire and achieving what 
you set out to achieve. All because you decided to ‘jog it out’! 
 
For me the best example of this was as an 18 year old having played my first senior level game of 
professional football. It was the last game of the 1982 season and I just expected that I would 
begin the next season in the senior team. Not only was that not the case, it was another 18 
months before I got my next opportunity. In those 18, months I thought about giving up time 
and time and time again, but I didn’t … I ‘jogged it out’! I kept turning up, I kept improving, I 
kept moving forward and I became a regular senior player. 
 
I want to encourage you to believe in yourself. I want you to know that, no 
matter what happens and no matter how unlikely it may seem, you can 
achieve the dream. Life will throw curve balls at you and place obstacles in 
your path … just keep moving forward anyway. The only mistake you can 
make is to stop moving. You may be scared and you may be unsure but 
just remember … when in doubt, jog it out! 
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